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river islAND

wilhelmsburg is the world’s second big-

gest river island, generated in a century 

long process out of smaller river islands. 

The islands were first consolidated and in-

habited in 1333. however, wilhelmsburg 

gained its current shape only in the 1852 

by merging dozens of original islands with 

dykes. it lies partly  below the sea level 

and has a strong relationship with water, 

bringing life and constant threats with its 

power (danger of flooding).

islAND iDeNTiTy

Despite its strategic position, enabling 

port activities and being a connection be-

tween two banks of the river,  the natural 

isolation and the pass-through character 

have made the island introverted, not 

identified with  either side of the elbe.

in the beginning wilhelmsburg was its 

own city, then in 1929 it became a part 

of the Prussian town of harburg, and 

in 1937 a district of hamburg (groß-

hamburg-gesetz).  moreover, in 2008 

it became a part of the central district 

“hamburg mitte“. however, these official 

classifications never had an effect on the 

island inhabitants.

The fact that the elbe island neither really 

belongs to the trading metropolis ham-

burg nor to the Prussian port town of har-

burg, has led wilhelmburgers to develop a 

strong sense of local “insulaner” identity.  

it has helped them to face difficulties to-

gether during century long fights against 

elbe floods or against negative image of 

the island that has been projected in the 

last decades.

lANDsCAPe

The island´s current landscape is very 

heterogeneous. it is “cut” in two halves 

by a strong infrastructure axis, which 

gives it a character of a transition place, 

no stopping.  On its eastern bank are the 

last traces of original marshlands, where 

there is still farming activity. On its west-

ern bank, are industries and harbour ac-

tivities. both sides along the central axis 

are characterisied by residential areas, 

these are in the form of village structure 

and self-built semi-detached houses from 

the thirties, row houses, mass housing, 

wilhelmenian style buildings, post-war 

buildings, urban blocks,...

reihersTieg

All of wilhelmsburg is heterogeneous in 

its natural, physical and social capital, but 

the biggest concentration of diversity, 

especially socio-cultural can be found in 

reiherstieg quarter located in the north-

west.  it has been populated since the 

second half of the 16th century.  it be-

came a rural area with tide meadows, in-

habited by farmers, fishermen and ships’ 

carpenters. Already in the 17th century it 

became renowned for  its wood trade. Ag-

riculture and livestock farming dominated 

the island until the mid 19th century, when 

there was a boom in hamburg port trade.

iNDusTriAlisATiON AND immigrA-

TiON

reiherstieg, with its strategic position 

between Norderelbe and süderelbe, be-

came the centre of port activities.  Quick 

industrial development in the early 20th 

century created a demand for work 

power that had to be outsourced, due to 

the insufficient capacity of the islanders.  

hence the first wave of work migrants 

from Poland (primarily from Posen and 

schlesien) from the 1890s on, who set-

tled near the dockyards around bonifa-

tiusplatz. This expansion was followed by 

a quick demographic growth:  the number 

of islanders multiplied eight times from 

1875 to1914, most of them working class. 

given the big demand for affordable 

dwelling, cooperatives began construct-

ing rental housing by 1900.

in the mid 1950s germany witnesses a 

post-war economic boom, resulting in 

sealing of recruitment agreements with 

foreign countries. The fist guest workers 

wilhelmsburg TODAy
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arrive in wilhelmsburg in the 1960s, the 

years  in which hamburg’s port reached 

its biggest amount of transhipped goods 

thus far.

in the beginning, the migrants are  driven 

only by financial motifs, feeling homesick, 

facing the challenges of social integra-

tion and language barrier.  in the next 

wave, families and relatives were brought 

along, and the foreign communities grew. 

moreover, immigrants from different parts 

of the world have been bringing their re-

ligion and traditions, along with food and 

leisure habits, thus influencing the quar-

ter with each wave of migration and ena-

bling it to become the heterogeneous and 

vibrant place which it is today.

ChAlleNges

ever since the mass unemployment 

wave (1977), affecting both foreign and 

german residents, and consequential 

social problems, a negative image of wil-

helmsburg was projected, mostly charac-

terized by being a place of crime, immi-

gration, poverty, low levels of education, 

communication problems, etc. moreover, 

its status of transit space and unwelcom-

ing industrial area did not encourage cur-

rents of change. it just made the islanders 

more introverted.

reCeNT ChANges 

An effort to bring the seclusion of the is-

land to an end started in 2003 with the 

city´s initiative “leap across the elbe”.  

soon this idea was supported by the in-

ternational building exhibition, which of-

ficially started to operate in wilhelmsburg  

in 2007. moreover, the international gar-

dening exhibition is also taking place in 

2013.  Apart from attracting more visitors 

to the island, these changes resulted in 

a trend of internal migration: people from 

hamburg, starting with students, settle in 

wilhelmsburg attracted by lower rental 

prices and a defamation of a dangerous 

place myth. like the immigrants, they 

also bring their habits and subculture. 

Consequentially, more and more new 

coffee places or “hip” shops are opened.  

These can be considered the motors of 

gentrifications, along with new expensive 

buildings, posh restaurants for visitors  

and rising rents. Although coming with 

intentions of integration, these resulting 

changes were not welcomed by most 

locals – rather they provided further rea-

sons for island residents to unite and pro-

test against the new institutions.

hence an even greater mixture of cul-

tures and influences is generated, show-

ing how city can be open for both tradition 

and change.  The vibrancy of the island 

is reflected by the 158 nationalities, lo-

cal micro-economies, kiosk culture, high 

density of local clubs and association, it is 

a district with a vivid mix of old and new. 
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? ? ? ?
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cataloGUe oF WilHelMsbUrG
The elbe river islAND

The scan of the elbe river island(s) is undertaken as a cata-

logue which allows a refl ection on themes and aspects rep-

resenting the diversity of wilhelmsburg. Due to a limit of time 

and capacity, the general research is based on already exist-

ing material which had been generated within the last years 

by the ibA hamburg gmbh and the departments of ur-

ban Design and urban Planning of the hafenCity univer-

sity. Additionally, generated research material was added 

to condense the catalogue in terms of udN related topics.

The intent is not to review the whole context from all possible 

angles, but rather to extract urban, architectonical and social in-

puts with a possible infl uence on the design strategy. Therefore 

the entries are already refl ected and translated into a hypothesis, 

thus bringing them all to a level of comparability.

The catalogue itself is structured in three parts represent-

ing the urban scales of the island wilhelmsburg, the rei-

herstieg Quarter and the surrounding neighbourhood. 
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typologies

detached houses

urban blocks

industry post-war

built up area
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streets & railway cyclewaysstations & exits

community contrasts landscapes
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character

similar areas single houses

farms

apartments

left over spacesboundaries

open spaces
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121

Behörde für Stadtentwicklung und Umwelt (BSU) diente. Da diese ihre 
Aufgaben abgeschlossen hatten, wurde das Containerdorf  nicht mehr 
gebraucht und es befi ndet sich zurzeit im Abbau. Die BewohnerInnen 
haben in der Zeit, in der sie im Containerdorf  wohnten, ihre Spuren 
hinterlassen und sich den Ort angeeignet. Möglicherweise haben sie es 
nicht für nötig erachtet, ihre Hinterlassenschaften zu beseitigen, da ihr 
Arbeitgeber diese Aufgabe erledigen wird. 
Die Brachfl äche, die sich im Besitz der Stadt befi ndet, eignete sich 
aufgrund der Lage optimal für eine Zwischennutzung. Die Zukunft der 
Fläche ist noch ungewiss, da die Stadt diese verkaufen möchte.

Quellen:

- Telefongespräch mit einem Mitarbeiter der 

Finanzbehörde, Immobilienmanagement der 

Stadt Hamburg, Referat Verkauf, Gewerbe- und 

Wirtschaftsförderung, Abteilung Vertrieb, 29. 

November 2012.

- Telefongespräch mit dem Sekretariat der Streif  

Baulogistik, Essen, 29. November 2012.

CONTAiNer villAge

A temporary container village was built 

for the workers that were constructing 

the state ministry for urban Development 

and environment in wilhelmsburg mitte. 

The settlement consisted out of stand-

ardised units with minimal private space 

and shared facilities.

ressourcen atlas - p. 120

cars are social 

entities

sharing private 

facilities in a 

non-monetary 

exchange

minimal private 

units

potential ex-

pansion areas 

have a high 

value 

there is 

demand for 

temporary 

dwelling

POlish TruCK Drivers

The drivers live in precarious conditions 

and sleep in their trucks at stelzenring. 

when local authorities realised this, they 

reacted by putting up portable toilets and 

waste bins nearby. however, in conditions 

of not being able to pay with money, the 

drivers established an international net-

work of non-monetary exchange with  lo-

cal polish migrant (relatives), bringing par-

cels from Poland in exchange  for access

- to sanitary facilities.

planerische Grenzen - pp. 27

CAr As sTATus symbOl

young migrants from the area love to 

show off with their new cars. in their so-

cial network an expensive car represents 

economical success. in the neighbour-

hood car-tuning is a major “sub-culture”.

programm Möglichkeitsraum - pp 396

neighbourhood Workshop

atlas Wilhelmsburg - p

hArbOur brOwNFielD siTes

what are the economical and idealistic 

values of brownfi eld sites within the har-

bour area. And for whom? what are the 

relations between the hamburg Port Au-

thority area in the north of wilhelmsburg 

to the rest of the island and the hamburg 

city centre?

photography - Katrin borchers / edditing 

- laura cassani
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124

3029 ELBINSELSCHULE
bildend verbunden
persönlich 
engagiert

125

[ FINDEN 29 ]

sChOOl AssOCiATiON

Three women from different backgrounds 

and professions join together to improve 

the local education offer by founding a 

school association and developing the 

concept for a new school. They all had 

different motives but a common vision.

ressourcen - p 124

sChOOl AssOCiATiON

Joining interests: the lawyer sees rever-

ent as a partner for developing a new 

school type, the reverent sees potential in 

participation of parent association. how-

ever, the education board lacks funding 

while the ibA looks for participatory bot-

tom up projects. The prominence of the 

ibA makes it possible to gain additional 

funding by the city of hamburg which can 

improve its image by supporting educa-

tion projects.

ressourcen - p 126

collaborations 

makes one 

stronger

different mo-

tives can still 

have the same 

result

instrumen-

talisation is 

mutual system

you have to 

look for syner-

gies to create 

something 

anew
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1950 1974 1976
Wiederaufbau mit Einbezug 
Trepppenhaus

Anbau von Wohn- und 
Esszimmer, sowie Findfang

Anbau Garage

1939

1953

1974

1985

1995

2012

5150

H
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G
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A
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Familie Meier wohnte sehr beengt mit acht Kindern im Ursprungshaus. Nach 
der Zerstörung des Hauses im zweiten Weltkrieg lebt die Familie für fünf Jahre 
in einem von Marias Vater aufgebauten Behelfsheim im Garten. Erst 1950 wird 
das  Haus nahezu im Originalzustand, allerdings ebenerdig, wieder aufgebaut. Das 
Treppenhaus wird mit einbezogen, Dämmung und Bauweise bleiben gleich. 
1953 heiraten Helmut und Maria Meier und 1954 kommt die erste Tochter Mar-
tina zur Welt. Zu dem Zeitpunkt wohnen sie auf die oberste und unterste Etage 
verteilt, während die Mutter das Erdgeschoss bewohnt. Schon diesem Zeitpunkt 
hat das Haus zwei Küchen. Das Plumpsklo steht noch im Garten. 

Das gesamte Untergeschoss und Teile des Erdgeschosses werden während der Flut 
1962 überschwemmt, danach wurde die Familie mit Desinfektionsmitteln, Getrei-
detrocknern und mit finanziellen Mitteln unterstützt. 
Als Helmut und Maria Meier einige Zeit nach der Flut überlegen auszuziehen 
überredet sie Marias Mutter doch zu bleiben und das Haus wird auf die Tochter  
Maria überschrieben. Die Geschwister hatten zu diesem Zeitpunkt schon alle 
geheiratet und waren aus- und weggezogen. 

Der große Anbau findet 1974 statt, zuerst nur das große Wohn- und Esszimmer. 
Der Rohbau wird von Fachleuten gemacht, alle Innenausbauten führt Helmut Mei-
er selbst durch. Für den Anbau der Garage lässt Herr Meier einen Betonmischer 
und Betonpumpe kommen - der Betonmischer konnte nicht bis aufs Grundstück 
fahren - und baut sie komplett selbst. Nur für das Dach holt er sich fachliche Un-
terstützung. 

Nach dem Tod der Mutter wird das komplette Ursprungshaus saniert und eine 
weitere Küche eingebaut. Jetzt sind zwei völlig unabhängige Wohneinheiten 
entstanden, nur der Eingang wird gemeinsam genutzt. Zuerst wohnt die Tochter 
Simone mit ihrem Ehemann in den oberen Geschossen, nach ihrem Auszug zieht 
die Enkelin Simona ein. Auch heute noch wohnen die Enkelkinder bei Bedarf in 
den oberen Geschossen, bei Familienfeiern sind die oberen Räume die Spielzim-
mer der Urenkel. Familienfeiern finden meistens bei Meiers statt, da wird in dem 
großzügigen Anbau ein Tisch für 25 Leute aufgebaut. Die Haupträume sind heute 
nach wie vor im Untergeschoss. Nur weil Herr Meier in letzter Zeit schnarcht 
schläft Maria öfter im Erdgeschoss. Helmut geht zum Sportschauen in das zweite 
Wohnzimmer. 

Maria
*1933

Ilse
† 1985

Simone
*1965

Martina
*1954

Simona
*1977

Helmut
*1929

5756

Zuerst wurde das bestehende Haus - nach dem Wiederaufbau von 1950 - intern 
umgenutzt. Zum großen Anbau kam es 1974, die größere gewordene Familie 
brauchte mehr Platz. Nach dem Tod der Eltern wurde intern so umgebaut, dass die 
zwei oberen Geschosse und das Untergeschoss mit dem Anbau je eine Wohnein-
heit bilden. Heute stehen die oberen Geschosse leer und werden nur sporadisch 
genutzt. 

H
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1939 1950

Heike wächst in einer kinder-
reichen Familie in der Siedlung 
auf.  Sie und Hans bekommen 
zwei Töchter, heute haben 
sie bereits viele Urenkel und 
Urenkelinnen.

1974

5958

1985

UG

EG

DG

Im Schnitt wird die Beson-
derheit der Ebenerdigkeit 
erkennbar. Dies war eine der 
Änderungen beim Wieder-
aufbau des Hauses 1950. Der 
Anbau bietet im Gegensatz zum 
Untergeschoss im Ursprungs-
haus eine höhere Deckenhöhe. 

2012

25

Oben: Schnitte und Ansichten

Unten links: Flexibilitätsprinzip

Linke Seite:

Oben links: Perspektive Außenraum

Oben rechts: Perspektive Innenraum

Unten: Grundrisse

1919

26

eRGeBnISSe deS BIeTeRVeRfAHRenS

Oben: Schnitte

Mitte: Grundrissvariationen

Unten: Hybridprinzip

Rechte Seite: 

Perspektive

Vorherige Doppelseite:

Linke Seite: Lageplan

Rechte Seite 

Oben: Perspektive

Unten: Erdgeschossgrundriss

builDiNg AlTerATiONs

The semi-detached houses in Kichdorf 

süd display numerous examples of build-

ing extensions throughout the last sev-

enty years. This leads to a deduction that 

an ownership allows a long term strategic 

planning to extend the building according 

to the needs of the residents. moreover, 

unit sizes and functions can always be 

changed.

Weiterbauen - pp 51

sPrACh- & beweguNgsZeNTrum

The neighbouring building is an example 

of a social institution as a big block build-

ing. The big volume  allows a differentiat-

ed spatial sequence for multiple uses and 

functions. moreover, it displays assorted 

access areas and walkways. 

dokumentation sprach- und bewegung-

szentrum - p 19

smArT PriCe hOuses

The ibA topic “smart Price houses” of-

fers building solutions for reducing costs 

in multi-storey dwellings.  Different tech-

niques are used, ranging from pre-fabri-

cated modular systems to shell construc-

tions with self-built fi t-out units.

dokumentation smart price Houses - p 

25

hybriD hOuses

with the rise of the demand for com-

bined working & living units, the ibA im-

plemented new solutions with its hybrid 

houses series. The buildings a generally 

characterised by a grid structure which 

allow multi functional fl oor plans with the 

possibility of changing units. Other exam-

ples are based on the study about optimal 

daylight for living and working.

dokumentation Hybrid Houses - p 26

possibility of 
combining 
work and living
two way system 
of primary and 
secondary 
structure

one massive 
block can 
incorporate a 
heterogeneous 
spatial system

ownership ena-
bles building 
alterations

pre-fabrica-
tion, modular 
system & self 
building are 
key elements 
for reducing 
costs
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Quellen:

- Soulkitchen-Halle (o. J.). https://www.facebook.

com/Soulkitchenhalle (Aufruf: 10.10.2012).

- Doe, J. (2012): Soulkitchen Interview: Muss 

die Halle weg? (Interview mit Mathias Lintl). 

In: Inselbeat – Mitten im Fluss, 4. August 2012. 

http://inselbeat.de/muss-die-halle-weg/ (Aufruf: 

10.10.2012). 

[ Finden 22 ]

131

[ FINDEN 30 ]

dockville 2008
5.-17. August
Das Gelände umfasste große Teile des östlichen 

-
ren Versorgungseinrichtungen sowie Verkaufsstän-
den eingerichtet. Große ehemalige Indrustriehallen 
im Süden konnten ebenso für Veranstaltungen und 
Lager genutzt werden. Das sogenannte Künstler-
camp befand sich in dem großen leerstehenden 
Gebäude, neben dem Camping-Platz.

dockville 2012 
12.-14. August

-
men der IGS (grüne Fläche) nicht mehr für das Fes-

Hallen wurden abgerissen. Die Organisatoren struk-

Zelte für das Nachtprogramm und andere Flächen 
für die Bühnen. Der Zeltplatz wurde erweitert und 
bot Platz für mehr als 8.000 Camper.

Planung IGS 2013

WC

P

P

Bühne

-

verwirklichen. Teil der Planung ist ebenfalls die Eta-

einer sanitären Einrichtung. Im nördlichen Bereich 
des Gebietes sollen ausreichend Parkplätze für die 
Besucher entstehen – dies kollidiert jedoch mit den 

Dockville 2008 Dockville 2012 Planung IGS

eDuCATiON FACiliTies

The map shows the concentration and 

variety of educational institutions in the 

neighbourhood of the udN. 

bildungseinrichtungen auf der elbinsel, 

p 19

cultural niches

with the soulkitchen, a new off-culture 

event space opened in wilhelmsburg. 

however, its existence is threatened by 

a local logistic company that wants to 

tear down the warehouse and build a 

truck parking space.

ressourcen - pp 106 / 131

well beiNg ANAlysis

summer school 2010 participants con-

ducted a study about the quality of life in 

the neighbourhood based on community 

input. 

summer school 10 - p 26

Reiherstieg 

quarter has an 

educational 

variety

Reihersteig 

quarter has an 

educational 

variety

undetermined 

zones can al-

low an unfore-

seen creative 

interactions
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The reihersTieg QuArTer

91

Quellen: 

- Gespräche mit ortansässigen HändlerInnen, 

Stübenplatz, 14. und 16. November 2012.

- Gespräche mit MarkthändlerInnen, Stübenplatz, 

14. und 17. November 2012.

[ FINDEN 16 ] 

reihersTieg QuArTer

The quarter is rich of different micro-economic activities, bringing in numerous multi-

cultural contents, such as Turkish shops and bakeries, international restaurants (ital-

ian, Portuguese, Turkish, etc), Polish bakeshop, etc. with a new urban milieu settling in 

the quarter there is a trend of opening new shops addressing to new customer groups. 

These overlapping social groups generate a vivid mix of old and new that coexist due 

to the fact that the quarter is open for both, tradition and change (old and new bars, 

old and new hairdressers).

sTÜbeNPlATZ

This square marks the functional centre 

in the reiherstieg quarter, merging dif-

ferent activities and diverse actors. There 

is a twice weekly market with Turkish 

and german fruit and vegetable sellers, 

cloths sellers, fish stands, and as expres-

sion of new healthy living style, organic 

food stands. besides the ephemeral 

stands, there is also a Turkish vegetables 

shop that is open daily. These activities 

attract people to use the place not only 

for shopping, but also for meeting and 

leisure activities.

ressourcen - p 90

Reiherstieg is a 
heterogeneous 
quarter

economy is 
cross-cultural 
connection 
factor
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93

Quellen:

- Gespräch mit einem ortskundigen Polizeibeam-

ten, Stübenplatz, 17. Dezember 2012.

- Gespräche mit ortsansässigen Händlern, Stüben-

platz, 14. und 16. November 2012.

[ FiNdEN 17 ]

Warten Kontakt

Nightshot Früh morgens Tagsüber spärlich

111

Abb. 17

shAriNg sTATiON

in the courtyard of the weltquartier 

there used to be  “sharing cage”, a paved 

fenced area where residents brought old 

furniture, household objects, etc. which 

they no longer had use for.  Neighbours 

would take usable items for their own 

apartments.

Up-cycling - p 111

bulgAriAN wOrKiNg migrANTs

working migrants from bulgaria and ru-

mania are denigrated as thieves, drug 

dealers and hustlers. They gatherevery 

morning at the stübenplatz, waiting to be 

picked up by construction entrepreneurs 

to work for minimum wages on construc-

tion sites. They live in precarious condi-

tions, sleeping i shared rooms, sometimes 

even share beds, sleep in cars or outside 

or in abandoned buildings. 

ressourcen - pp 90/92/138

seCOND hAND ClOThes DisTribuTiON

The entrance to the haus der Jungend 

wilhelmsburg is covered by an extension 

of the building which is elevated about 4 

meters over the courtyard and provides 

a sheltered area. The table tennis plates 

are used to spread to donated second 

hand cloths for poor people to select.

iss 02 - Karte 2

The wish TO geT iNvOlveD

The social housing buildings have vast 

green underused inter-building space. 

inhabitants of the buildings would like 

to use the open space next to their fl ats 

for gardening, barbecuing and meeting 

spaces, but the standard housing con-

tracts do not allowed any appropriation by 

the residents. 

iss 01 - p 30

poverty and the 

resulting crime 

is not accepted 

by local people

give people 

freedom to 

take responsi-

bility

there is always 

a household 

that can use 

what others no 

longer require

open struc-

tures allow a 

variety of adop-

tion possibili-

ties
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„Alles klar, ich checke nur noch mal, ob 
der Akku auch noch originalverpackt 
ist.“ Er ö� nete den Karton. „Wohnst du 
hier?“
Ich hatte im Gefühl, worauf er hinaus-
wollte. Irgendwie ahnte ich, dass ihn 
meine Antwort überraschen würde.
„Ja, ich wohne hier. Allerdings drüben, in 
Kirchdorf.“ 
 „Ah?“, er wirkte tatsächlich überrascht. 
  „Ja, aber erst seit ein paar Wochen“, 
fügte ich hinzu. 
  „Ah!“, er schien sich bestätigt zu fühlen. 
  „Und was machst du?“, fragte er weiter. 
 „Ich studiere.“ 
 „Aha, das hab ich mir nämlich gedacht. 
Sind ja jetzt viele Studenten hier in 
Wilhelmsburg.“ 
 „Ja, das stimmt. Und � ndest du das gut 
oder schlecht?“ 
 „Ich weiß nicht. Sehr viele � nden das 
nicht gut. Aber ich � nde es eigentlich 
ganz gut. Meine Tochter hat sehr günstig 
Nachhilfe bekommen von so einem Stu-

uNiTeD sOCieTy

A student wants to buy  a mobile phone 

in local shop. After discovering that she 

lives in wilhelmsburg, the merchant gives 

her a discount. This illustrates the strong 

community aspect as  “insulaner”. (identi-

fi cation, facing diffi culties together).

Udn broschüre 2013 - pp 190

denten, das ist gut.“ 
 „Das ist ja echt super.“, freute ich mich. 
 „Und da drüben im Park, bei dem 
Bunker, da bauen sie jetzt Baumhäuser. 
Mein Sohn ist da und macht mit, der 
� ndet das toll.“ 
 Ich war überrascht. „Das ist ja lustig, 
da gehöre ich auch dazu. Wir haben das 
organisiert. Wer ist denn ihr Sohn?“ 

NeighbOurhOOD AiD

A student that moved to the reiherstieg 

quarter gives private tutor lessons to chil-

dren in the neighbourhood. This repre-

sents a mutual benefi t, as it enables the 

student to earn some money and, at the 

same makes private lessons affordable 

for the local shop owner.

Udn broschüre 2013 - pp 190

strong commu-

nity thinking in 

the Reiherstieg 

quarter
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The NeighbOurhOOD

mOsQues iN reihersTieg QuArTer

Three bigger mosques-associations and 

additional smaller ones like on the ved-

del, can be found in wilhelmsburg. All 

three bigger mosques are located within 

the reiherstieg quarter.

iss 09 - internal paper

DiFFereNT eThNiC meeTiNg sPOTs

For different social groups specifi c plac-

es for gathering and leisure activities 

have developed.

iss 10 - internal paper

the Reiherstieg 

quarter is a 

central hub for 

social activities
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The NeighbOurhOOD

The last part of the catalogue focuses on 

the direct surrounding of the udN.

A general urban scan of the neighbour-

hood shows a variety of building typolo-

gies according to plot size and ownership. 

Furthermore a differentiated system of 

streets and pedestrian paths which are 

connecting the high density of public 

used buildings (mostly educational and  

religious). As major recreation area in the 

neighbourhood the park is the basis for a 

deeper mapping of relations to the udN.

 

A student observation identifi ed various activities that take place 

in the park. everyday activities such as taking the dog for a walk 

or just using the park as short cut, we for example identifi ed. Fur-

thermore the park is obviously used for leisure activities. while 

the grass area is used for sun bath / lying in the shadow of a 

tree, the football and basketball fi elds are highly frequented by 

children and young adults performing sport activities. A special 

event had also been spotted as a group of girls from the mosque 

came to have a picnic. Furthermore, people are joining together 

for gardening activities.

iss 03

public space 

can be used as 

a living room
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reTreAT

They are collocated along the edges of 

the park and are frequently used because 

people like to have a covered back, and 

at the same time enjoy the open space - 

fi nd some kind of niche within the public 

space.

however, not all of the benches are 

equally used. Their use depends on other 

factor also, such as light/dark, with a 

view, along an important pathway, etc.

The most frequently used benches in front 

of the udN have their specifi c character-

istics and attributes, as well as a certain 

user profi le. On the benches 1 and 4 usu-

ally groups of young people gather, both 

day and night. They are in dark pats of the 

park and slightly hidden. The bench 2 of-

fers a view on the whole park part, usually 

used by individual neighbours. The bench 

3 is usually occupied by elderly people, 

who have their retreat facility on the other 

side of the park, bur still prefer to come 

here. it has a good view and sunlight.

bbQ

The park often functions as an open 

cooking and gathering area. moveable 

barbecues are easily installed anywhere 

in the park.

1. Turkish family / using the benches

2. a big African family / placing the fi re-

place under a tree, sitting on the benches

3. group of young friends - behind the 

bushes, sitting on the ground.

All of the different actors choose a sort of 

niche or edge to set their open air kitch-

ens. moreover, on the park side of the 

udN site there are several fi replaces that 

can be moved, but often stay for more 

than one time use (this is possible due to 

the property ownership).

open space 

enables a vari-

ety of activi-

ties, but niches 

enable feeling 

comfortable

heterogene-

ity of a space 

encourages 

people to stop 

rather than 

using it as a 

transit area

mobile bar-

beques as a 

meeting point
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rOuTes

Circulation to the park goes along the 

predetermined paths, but also by cross-

cutting. The people that pass straight 

through this side of the park are really 

rare- they mostly stop to see what oth-

ers are doing, sit to have a rest, check the 

garden, or have a short conversation.

The three routes show how different ac-

tors use park in different ways:

1. group of elderly people

2. neighbour with a dog

3. young Turkish neighbour who after 

days or examining the territory approach-

es the terrace of the udN and gets in-

volved in a conversation

POiNTs OF ATTrACTiON

Although the whole park is a very vibrant 

area, there are some parts of it that cause 

more attention than the rest. it is usually 

connected to activities, because people 

come where people are.

One of the examples is the temporary 

garden, which always causes curiosity 

and is an easy topic / excuse to start a 

conversation. This is where knowledge 

and experiences are shared.

Another catalyst is the udN terrace, 

where different activities trigger interac-

tions: construction work, cleaning, setting 

up a meal or an event, barbecue, etc.

open and 

fl exible space 

allows super-

position of 

activities

placing of 

physical goods 

in a certain way 

can invite or 

repel people
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iNviTe / rePel

Although the terrace is exposed directly 

to the park,  hosting an event or sunday 

Cafe, it is often unclear to people whether 

or not they are allowed to join or welcome. 

This on the one hand depends on the 

physical elements that encourage/ dis-

courage people to get closer.

some of the repelling elements are 

strong borders, different height levels, 

limited number of seats, etc. examples 

of invitation to join are: a smaller step to 

facilitate approach, display of numerous 

seating places, an open window or a clear 

entrance axis.

besides physical elements, atmosphere 

can also be a key factor- it is often con-

nected to embedded images or sym-

bolical meanings that depend on our 

individual perception and socio-cultural 

background. examples:  white table 

clothes on numerous small tables and 

fl ower vases are an invitation to a cafe`, 

tea served in small cups and shisha  can 

be an invitation for Turkish people, etc.

OverlAPPiNg ACTiviTies

The park is often a setting for different 

related and unrelated activities to take 

place. This is only an example of a su-

perposition of different activities during 

an afternoon when the Tree house work-

shop was taking place:

- students and children preparing building 

materials (sales and net) on two different 

spots of the park

- a young neighbour sun bathing

- an elderly neighbour looking at the 

garden herbs.

creating 

atmosphere 

and images 

recognisable 

to people ac-

cording to their 

socio-cultural 

background
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?

shAreD TOOls

The tools at the udN are accessible to  

all the participants. The key to the con-

tainers is easily accessible. however, 

there is no individual responsibility given 

the horizontal and impersonal workshop 

structures. loosing of the key can result 

in stolen or broken tools.

OFFeriNg TOOls

example of a scaffolding worker offered 

his tools to the students working at the 

construction site.

stronger per-

sonal relations 

can create 

more responsi-

bility

a small barrier 

can create 

an individual 

responsibility 

(tool keeper)

long term 

/ constant 

presences 

enhance trust 

to share
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radical scenarios

MINIMAL 
DWELLING

EQUITY

HOSPITALITY

PERMANENT
DWELLING

FLEXIBILITY

WORK

C
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N
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U
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P
TI

O
N

MIX
ED 

FU
NCTI

ONS

APPROPRIATION

diy 

community 

public life

living and working

building 
alterations

small size appartments

maximum level 
of privacy 

manual work

industries

working space 

renting

home ownership

negotiation of 
space

appropriation 
of space

temporary dwelling

shared facilities

affordable housing

cars are social entities
potential expansion areas 
have a high value

there is demand for 
temporary dwelling

sharing facilities to allow  
minimal private units

collaborations makes one 
stronger

have the same result

instrumentalisation is a 
mutual system

you have to look for 
synergies to put sth 
into practice

undetermined zones to 
allow a unforseen creative
interactions 

there is always need for 
housing

people give privacy for 
economical security

ownership enables 
building alterations

pre-fabrication, modular 
system & self building are 
key elements for reducing 
costs

possibility of combining 

heterogeneous quarter

work and living

two way system of primary 
and secondary structure

one huge block can incor-
porate a heterogenious 
structure

economy is cross-cultural / 
a cultural merging factor

freelance worklabour

precarious living conditions

poverty and the resulting 
crime are not accepted by 
local people

households always produce 
surplus “material”

open structures allow a 
variety of adoption possibili-
ties

there still are a lot of poor 
people living in the Reiher-
stiegsviertel

will to get involved: give 
people freedom to take 
responibility

strong community 
thinking facilitates help 
exchanges

long term / constant 
presence enhance trust to 
share

there is always a household 
that can use what others do 
not longer require

CATegOries

in order to obtain a more holistic  

overview of how different programmes 

could be implemented on the site, several 

radical scenarios were enacted. The aim 

of this exercise is to test possible implica-

tions and filter themes before proposing 

programme(s) for future development.

The programmatic content of scenarios 

in question derives from synthesized 

theses arisen out of the catalogue of 

wilhelmsburg and the neighbourhood. 

These are then studied in relation to their 

possible implementation on the site- for 

instance what does temporary dwelling 

mean in the context of wilhelmsburg, how 

it would function on the site and what im-

plications it would have on the surround-

ings.  

The theoretical themes are translated 

into a spatial dimension analysing the  

programmatic and spatial concepts in 

terms of three general aspects: hospitali-

ty, equity and appropriation. more precise-

ly, the specific points of evaluation are:

How is are possible programmes implemented on the site?

how are possible
programmes imple-
mented on the site ?
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CATegOries

camping

single family 
housing

social housing

informal 
settlement

office tower

warehouse
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of space

temporary dwelling

shared facilities

affordable housing

will to get involved: give 
people freedom to take 
responibility

PrOgrAmmes

• public - private as counterparts estimate the level of access 

to the site and the building

• individual - collective as pair questions the level of shared 

functions and facilities within a programme

• the price level of a unit shows the grade of openness for all 

different groups of inhabitants in wilhelmsburg

• the duration of stay of residents refers to the time the resi-

dents approximately live/work in the building

• the category of ownership reveals in which monetary rela-

tion the residents are with the site

• density of residents

• the intensity of activities gives a hint about the grade of mix 

of different functions or activities

• the engagement level describes how open the programme 

& building is for individual alterations

Next, for each specific scenario a building prototype was as-

signed to analyse how general themes function and to unveil the 

relation between programme, building and the neighbourhood.  

more specifically, the interest is to understand what does imple-

mentation of such programmes on this specific site mean and to 

assess their implications on the neighbourhood.

density

intensity

price level

ownership

individual - collective

private - public

engagement

duration
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This scenario arises out of several theses 

from the catalogue of aspects: the fact 

that many people in wilhelmsburg live 

in rented standard floor scheme apart-

ments, coupled with  the rising need for 

more affordable housing. moreover, so-

cial housing is a key element in a setting 

which is characterised by low income and 

migrant population. in order to implement 

this scenario, a typical building typology 

from the neighbourhood is chosen. it re-

flects the surrounding housing buildings: 

ribbon development with a hard front to 

the street and a green space on the back 

side, which in this case merges with the 

park. The site is usually publicly accessi-

ble, it is often an undefined green space 

used for shortcuts, and the entrance and 

corridor are regarded as more private due 

to a closable door, whereas the apartment 

is completely private. As for the gradient 

between individual and collective, usually 

all the main functions are included in a 

single apartment unit. hence not much, 

if anything, is shared; sometimes there is 

a collective laundry room or a collective 

storage. given the fact that there is only 

one programme- dwelling, there is a low 

intensity of activity superposition and al-

most no mix of functions. moreover, since 

the residents are only renting the apart-

ments, there is also a low engagement 

level as nothing is owned, and there are 

no opportunities for individual alterations. 

however, the hospitality level is high, 

since the apartments are accessible to a 

low-income population. The single units 

are usually small, and hence create a high 

density of residents. The duration of stay 

varies.

sOCiAl hOusiNg

private - public individual - collective price level duration engagementownership density intensity
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00:00

12:00

06:0018:00

attracting more studentsattracting more students

can a�ord higher rents

who would invest?

social housingsocial housingsocial housing

students  and 
low-middle class families

following the existing demand 
for a�ordable housingfor a�ordable housing

rise in demand for local food  
and kiosk culture

continuous transformation 
of neighbourhood

bene�ts for the neighbourhood

rising rents on the 
free market

can not a�ord 
higher rents

expansion of local 
business
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The decision to implement a single  

family housing scenario was due to the 

fact that it best reflects  the idea of per-

manent dwelling, as the house and the 

plot are owned by its residents and they  

usually stay on the property for a very 

long period of time. moreover, the context 

offers an extensive range of examples  

for this building typology.

The localisation on site results in placing 

seven single family houses with private 

gardens, following the neighbouring ur-

ban fabric of family houses. As every plot 

is a private property, there are no collec-

tive uses. The density of actors is rather 

low, as every plot accommodates only 

one family. The costs per person are high 

due to the size and construction. howev-

er, due to the ownership of the plot, there 

is a high level of engagement and the 

possibility to build and adapt the site to 

their own needs. There is also a higher in-

tensity of activities and mix, as they range 

from dwelling and working to leisure.

The possible implications for  the neigh-

bourhood include, among others, main-

tenance of visual and physical connec-

tion to the park. moreover,  the level of 

integration would be high because it is 

an established typology in the context. 

hence, there is a high probability of good 

neighbourhood relations. however, given 

the probability that the new residents are 

upper class, there would be a demand 

for upper class restaurants and coffee 

shops, hence implying a change in local 

gastronomy.

siNgle FAmily hOusiNg

private - public individual - collective price level duration engagementownership density intensity
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00:00

12:00

06:0018:00

private investment or 
international developer monofunctional

mainainance of visual and 
physical connection to parc 

bene�ts for
neigbourhood

social interactions

single family housessingle family housessingle family housessingle family housessingle family houses

young well-o� families

change in local gastronomy: 
demand for upper class 
restaurants and co�ee shops, 
organic fooddemand for more 

daycare children 
activities

work for local 
people

interested in good 
neighbourhood 
relations

less cultural 
interactions on site

rising rents on the 
free market

gentri�cation tendencies
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This scenario represents a radical idea 

of temporary dwelling, a recurring theme 

arising from the aspects catalogue. ex-

amples of this programme are the impro-

vised container settlement and the cases 

of truck drivers sleeping in their vehicles. 

Therefore there is a high demand for short-

term dwelling in a context with so many 

people with unsure future, low financial 

stability and unresolved housing status. 

The physical implementation of the sce-

nario consists  of constructing only the 

collective use units- toilettes, shower, 

kitchen, etc., while the rest of the site is 

an open area, used for placing tents. The 

site would therefore be publicly accessi-

ble. All the facilities would be shared, and 

the only individual space would be the 

tent itself, with the possibility of extend-

ing the individual space by appropriation 

of the surrounding ground (e.g. grilling in 

front of the tent). hence, there is a possi-

bility of engagement on site, although the 

duration of stay is rather low and there 

is no ownership opportunity, as one can 

only rent a piece of land. Furthermore, the 

accommodation is very accessible, even 

to the poorest, as the costs to bear  con-

sist of rent   for a small piece of land. The 

mix of activities depends on the activa-

tion of temporary residents. moreover, the 

density can also vary.

The relation to the neighbourhood could 

have positive aspects, as there is a pos-

sible rise in demand for local food and 

kiosk culture. moreover, an interaction 

with the temporary dwellers would offer 

an opportunity  for intercultural exchange.

CAmPiNg

private - public individual - collective price level duration engagementownership density intensity
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00:00

12:00

06:0018:00

campingcampingcamping

shared facilities

intercultural 
exchange

work for local 
people (services)

self interestedself interested

no identi�cation 
with neighbourhood

alienation between 
visitors and neighbours

rise in demand for local food  
and kiosk culture

functional mix possible: 
gastronomy or a shop

continuous �ux and 
change

run by local entrepeneur or 
‘newly arrived’ young creatives

local investment and 
knowledge
about the neighbourhood

interested in local 
culture and community

eye level interaction with eye level interaction with 
neighbourhoodneighbourhood

establishing friendship establishing friendship 
realtions with neighboursrealtions with neighbours

attitude towards the 
neighbourhoodneighbourhood

temporary residentstemporary residents

bene�ts for the neighbourhood
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OFFiCe TOwer

besides the question of housing, work-

ing is also a recurring theme  derived 

from the catalogue of aspects. with 

the trend of the growing number of new 

wilhelmsburgers coming from creative-

urban milieus, office work is  becoming  

as important as manual work. Therefore 

a scenario of an office building was en-

acted.

The chosen building typology is typically  

used for hosting different types of of-

fice  spaces. hence, the implementation 

on the site was realised through placing 

a massive solitaire building in the middle 

of the plot, leaving the rest of the area 

unconstructed and open to public use. 

On the other hand, the level of privacy in 

the building itself is medium as different 

employees use the spaces, but do not 

live there.  The office building is graded 

as a high collective space as the indi-

vidual employees share ancillary rooms 

like kitchen, lobby, meeting rooms. since 

an office for a companies include various 

facilities for meeting, eating, leisure, the 

whole project can be assessed as me-

dium intensity of activities.  Furthermore, 

the density of actors is on a medium level 

as it has a high amount of office workers, 

who however stay only during working 

hours.  The ability to appropriate space 

is on two levels;  the enterprises who 

rent the units have a freedom to design 

and furnish the rooms, but the employ-

ees themselves are quite limited to their 

personal desks.  The relationship to the 

neighbourhood is usually not very strong. 

The effects of enacting this scenario can 

both be good (higher feeling of security) 

and bad (more traffic in the rush hours).

private - public individual - collective price level duration engagementownership density intensity
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00:00

12:00

06:0018:00

contemporary architecture stylecontemporary architecture stylecontemporary architecture style
with CCTV and security guardswith CCTV and security guardswith CCTV and security guards

o	ce towero	ce towero	ce towero	ce tower

alienation between 
entrepeneur 
and neighbours

change in local 
gastronomy: 
demand for upper 
class restaurants 
and co�ee shops, 
organic food

rising rents on the 
free market

international international international 
developerdeveloper

less work for 
uneducated workersuneducated workers

work for well 
educated people

gentri�cation 
tendencies

displacement of 
local youth

higher feeling of security

functional mix possible: 
gastronomy or shop
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The decision to implement a warehouse 

scenario comes from the various cata-

logue aspects  regarding manual work-

ers, such as truck drivers, harbour work-

ers, construction site workers, etc.  There 

is obviously a demand for manual work, 

illustrated in particular by the case of bul-

garian work migrants selling their work la-

bour as freelance on stübenplatz.  in order 

to translate this programme into a physi-

cal structure, a block building typology 

was chosen and placed on the site, cov-

ering almost the whole plot with a fence 

that isolates the site from its context. 

Therefore, the warehouse site has a high 

privacy level as it is fenced off and closed 

during the night due to safety and secu-

rity regulations. As the employed workers 

share additional facilities such as a locker 

room and kitchen, the warehouse is graded  

as medium collective. The site is owned 

by the enterprise and is therefore planned 

to be used to an undetermined amount of 

time.  The price level could be judged as 

medium. The density of actors in relation 

to the size is quite low, and as a conse-

quence the intensity of activities as well.  

The possibility of engagement on the site 

is very little as it serves only mono-func-

tional use of working.

The implications for the neighbourhood 

include a work offer for both educated 

and uneducated workers and a rise in 

demand for local food and kiosk cul-

ture. however, implications of building 

this kind of structure are mostly nega-

tive: less permeability by closing down 

the foot path through the site, blocking 

view to the park and creating less social  

interactions on site. 

wArehOuse

private - public individual - collective price level duration engagementownership density intensity
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monofunctionalmonofunctional

less social 
interactions on site

blocking view 
to park

close down 
of foot path

fenced o	

bene�ts for the neighbourhood

work for educated and 
uneducated workers

emissionsemissions

noise
delivery / trucksdelivery / trucks

illegal truck parkingillegal truck parking

illegal truck housingillegal truck housing

negative immagenegative immage

production / maschines

warehousewarehousewarehouse

alienation between 
entrepeneur 
and neighbours

temporary 24h 
shifts during  
supply 
shortage

smalle scale / no 
international interest

rise in demand for local 
food and kiosk culture

00:00

12:00

06:0018:00
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The implementation of this scenario was 

driven by various cases of informal settle-

ments in wilhelmsburg  (e.g. container vil-

lage) and examples of working migrants 

living in precarious conditions. moreover, 

the programmes connected to this sce-

nario include also living and working as a 

interconnected activities, as well as  Diy 

and self-building practices, given the fact 

that informal settlements are realised by 

its inhabitants, according to their needs.

The physical appearance of this scenario 

results in improvised, mostly self-built 

units, distributed on the whole plot, cre-

ating diverse spaces and situations in 

between.  This implies a differentiated 

system of private and public spaces. more-

over, there is no direct ownership as the 

owners just occupied the empty plot. The 

informal settlement has a highly collective  

status as the residents strongly depend 

on one another and share facility spac-

es due to cost reduction.  Therefore the 

price level is very low.  monetary shortage 

implies building minimal units for dwell-

ing or working and hence the high den-

sity on the site. moreover, the intensity 

of activities is high because of the mix of 

work, leisure, dwelling that all take place 

on the site. The engagement is very high 

due to the need for self building and ones 

own efforts to transform the empty site 

into a liveable zone. The duration period is  

graded as long.   

The implications for the neighbourhood 

imply liveliness and dynamic exchange 

due to informal economy and informal 

work. moreover, this setting creates 

strong social networks and a sense of 

community.

iNFOrmAl seTTlemeNT

private - public individual - collective price level duration engagementownership density intensity
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00:00

12:00

06:0018:00

no investorno investor

no regulations

self build strategies

informal work

cheap

no disposte of waste

no sanitation

continuous 	ux and change

functional mix

informal settlementinformal settlementinformal settlementinformal settlementinformal settlementinformal settlement

non monetary 
exchange

work migrants, the poor

possible con	icts with 
the neighbourhood

strong social 
networks
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camping

single family 
housing

social 
housing

informal 
settlement

office tower

warehouse

PERMANENT
DWELLING

LIVING AND 
WORKING

TEMPORARY
DWELLING

MANUAL 
WORK

DESK 
WORK

diy 

building 
alterations

minimum size appartments

minimal private space

renting

industries

working space  typologies

working space 

home ownership

shared spaces

maximal privacy level

shared facilities

in order to compare implica-

tions on the neighbourhood 

of the implementation of  

different scenarios, two layers 

of comparison are identified.

The first, regarding program-

matic aspects, is carried out 

by cross-clustering themes 

arising from every single 

scenario. The outcome is the 

identification of the overlap-

ping themes, hence defin-

ing prevailing programmes 

that appear most suitable 

to be implemented on the 

site. These include dwelling, 

work and leisure. moreover, 

given the complexity of the 

first two programmes and 

their differentiation aris-

ing from specific scenarios, 

the decision was made to 

divide each of them into 

two separate programmes. 

Therefore, the umbrella pro-

gramme of dwelling includes 

permanent and temporary  

dwelling, whereas work is 

differentiated into desk work 

and manual work.

The second layer of compar-

ing scenarios regards their 

physical implementation on 

the site and its direct effects 

on the neighbourhood.  For 

this purpose, the implemented 

building typologies are exam-

ined in detail in order to unveil 

the qualities of each specific 

typology in relation to the 

context. 

CONClusiON
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typoloGy stUdies

in order to asses suitability of specific building typologies for this 

site, a detailed study was undertaken, examining them closely in 

order to unveil the qualities of each specific typology per se and 

in relation to the context. 

The choice of typologies taken into consideration is based on 

two criteria: frequency of their reappearance in the neighbour-

hood and their adequacy for the programmes derived from the 

radical scenarios.

What are the qualities of speci�c building typologies?

what are the qualities
of speci�c building
typologies?
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part existing in 1938

extension present in 2012

(SEMI)DETACHED HOUSES

 double unit groundfloor plan

 double unit first floor plan 

- very present t in the neighbourhood and in Wilelmsburg, usually about two stories high
- reference taken is a typical double-unit self-built house in  Kirchdorf Süd
- interesting mainly bacause of the self-building practices and building transformations, possible 
only because of the house ownership

(semi) DeTACheD hOuses
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builDiNg TyPOlOgy

The choice of this typology corresponds to the implementation 

of single family houses scenario. The plan taken as reference 

is a typical double-unit self-built house in Kirchdorf süd. This 

typology is very recurrent in wilhelmsburg. it is interesting mainly 

because of the self-building practices and building transforma-

tions,  only possible due to the house ownership. An illustration 

of these practices is provided by the schemes showing different 

sizes and shapes of built additions (red) to the original structures 

from 1938 (gray).

lOCAlisATiON ON siTe

The buildings follow the neighbouring urban fabric of detached 

housing. They have their main entrance and orientation towards 

the street, whereas the garden entrance to the park enables 

contact with the passengers. This setting allows view to the park, 

but no trespassing. A more public zone is placed towards the 

street, whereas a more private one is oriented towards the park.

The allotments have a long perimeter towards the neighbour-

ing properties  which enable an easy interaction with the direct 

neighbours.
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sOliTAire builDiNg

grid structure enables different appartment sizes end configurations

TOWER

tower building example 

- solitaire typology
- grid structure enables great extent of flexibility in the inner space configuration
- possibility of accessing to a big number of minimum units, as well as adopting the whole space to 
one single unit of greater dimensions

external pilar structure

central concrete core

sanitary nods

external pilar structure

central concrete core

sanitary nodes
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builDiNg TyPOlOgy

The solitaire typology derives from the scenario of an office 

tower. One of the principal advantages of this typology is its grid 

structure which enables great extent of flexibility in the inner 

space configuration. The fixed elements are the central concrete 

core and the external pillar structure, which provide possibility of 

accessing to a big number of minimum units, as well as adopting 

the whole storey to one single unit of greater dimensions.

lOCAlisATiON ON siTe

The building has its main entrance towards the street.  Due to its 

limited surface it allows direct access to the park and leaves a 

great deal of green area on the site. The building does not have 

a back side, and therefore there is an equal level of privacy all 

around it. The orientation of apartments to all sides creates a big 

contact surface to the surrounding.
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PerimeTer DevelOPmeNT

appartments take light from two sides, simple distribution scheme with repetitive entrances rhytm

two appartments per floor three appartments per floor  four appartments per floor

RIBBON DEVELOPMENT

social housing - row typology with central  staircase

- very common typology in the neighbourhood, examples found accross the street
- access through a central staircase, each floor has two to four appartments
- repetetive rhytm, numerous entrances in a row
- four stories high (around 16 m)
- 9 - 12m depth suitablefor minimun size appartments
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builDiNg TyPOlOgy

This typology is very common in the neighbourhood (examples 

found across the street), as it is the most representative one 

used for social housing.

it has a simple distribution scheme with a repetitive entrance 

rhythm. The access is through a central staircase, with two to 

four apartments per floor, which take light from two sides hence 

enabling different orientations. The average height is around 

four stories (16 m), whereas the typical depth of 9-12 meters is 

suitable for minimum size apartments.

lOCAlisATiON ON siTe

The ribbon development is applied along the perimeter of the 

site with numerous entrances distributed around the whole site.

The building follows the strong front of the neighbouring blocks 

and ribbon developments creating a hard front on all four sides, 

which is mostly in contrast with the detached houses. however, 

due to building fabric density and numerous entrances a strong 

relation to the surrounding is created. On the other hand, it has a 

more private orientation towards the inner courtyard, with which 

a strong link is established.
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gAllery ACCess  DevelOPmeNT

private circulation

public circulation

no necessity to place the public 
gallery on each floor

the pilar structure enables modular expansion of 
individual units

if the gallery is wide enough it can be used as living 
space as it enables space appropriation

EXTERNAL GANGWAY 

row houses with external gangway

- external gangway as access space, if wide enough can be used as living space
- elevated street enables encounter, interaction
- external  gallery offers possibility of appropriation , extension of activities
- outter connections are publicly accessible, introduction of secondary vertical connections for 
private communication
- possibility of saving construction materials by using double hight units and having the gangway 
only every second floor
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builDiNg TyPOlOgy

This typology is characterised by an external gallery. its primary 

use is access space but it can easily be appropriated as a living 

space if it is wide enough. The elevated street enables encoun-

ter and interaction between the residents. it offers possibility 

of space appropriation and extension of activities from private 

to public domain. external connections are publicly accessi-

ble, whereas  private communication is possible by introducing  

secondary vertical connections within the apartments. moreo-

ver, the use of double height units offers a possibility of saving 

construction materials by having the gangway only every second 

floor.  Furthermore, the pillar structure enables modular expan-

sion of individual units.

lOCAlisATiON ON siTe

The building follows the construction line of the surrounding 

buildings along the rotenhäuser Damm. both front and back  

facade have a harsh line. The access is through two main  

entrances to the gallery at both ends. The gallery serves as me-

diator towards the public street, whereas the long garden is a 

mediator towards the public park. This layout enables the site to 

function as an extension of the park.
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central corridor distributing rooms that take light from two sides

private

potential of reconfiguration

shared

CENTRAL CORRIDOR

typical hotel rooms distribution scheme 

-theme of the minimal temporary dwelling comes from some practices found in Wilhelmsburg 
(migrants living in improvised container settlements) and the radical scenario of camping on the 
UdN site
- building typology used for illustrating temporary dwelling is a typical hotel room distribution 
scheme with central corridor
- one of the advantages of this typology is having rooms facing two sides, which leaves more choice 
in building orientation
- moreover, the sanitary nods are distributed in a constant line on both sides of the corridor, hence 
enabling a flexible unit planning: more individual rooms could be grouped around common kitchen 

COrriDOr ACCess  DevelOPmeNT
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builDiNg TyPOlOgy

The building typology used for illustrating temporary dwelling is 

a typical hotel room distribution scheme with a central corridor. 

One of the advantages of this typology is having rooms facing 

two sides which leaves more choice for building orientation. 

moreover, the sanitary nodes are distributed in a constant line 

on both sides of the corridor, hence enabling a flexible unit plan-

ning: more individual rooms could be grouped around common 

ancillary rooms - kitchen and bathroom.

lOCAlisATiON ON siTe

The building width occupies nearly half of the site and has a 

central position. There is only one main entrance, which narrows 

down the opportunities of interaction with the surroundings. 

hence the units’ orientation is towards the central corridor and 

there is less direct communication with the exterior. The building 

has no backside, but rather a homogeneous garden space on 

all sides.
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big blOCK sTruCTure

possibility of having very big open spaces 
thanks to the grid structure

flexible structure enables coexistance of different 
size and different function spaces

(SEMI)DETACHED HOUSES BUILDING BLOCK

housing block example 

- block typology examples from Wilhelmsburg: warehouses and harbour buildings
- interesting because of the grid structure and flexibility: enables different configurations
- found also in housing blocks, where it enables coexistance of different functions
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builDiNg TyPOlOgy

block structure examples are very common in wilhelmsburg 

- warehouses and harbour buildings, but also some multifunc-

tional buildings, such as the neighbouring one. This typology is 

interesting because of its grid structure and inherent flexibility 

that enables different configurations and offers possibility of 

having very vast open spaces. moreover, it enables coexistence 

of different size and different function spaces.

lOCAlisATiON ON siTe 

The building follows the lines of the surrounding urban fabric 

and reflects the structure of the neighbouring block. it has multi-

ple entrances and different orientations dictated by the location 

of different functions. it can host a public function towards the 

park, whereas its central parts have inner orientation. given its 

large size the interaction between inside and outside occurs only 

around entrances.
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During the analysis of the single building 

typologies, a deduction emerged that 

three of them are less suitable for the 

implementation , whereas different as-

pect of the other three were combined to 

define the urban parameters of the future  

development.

The typology of the detached houses was 

disregarded as it has very low density and 

capacity to host the planned programmes. 

moreover, its morphology is not suitable 

for developing the concept of individu-

al and collective. The corridor typology 

on the other hand is too introverted and 

does not display a great deal of potential 

for interaction with the surroundings.  The 

solitaire typology does not have any re-

verberations in the direct neighbourhood. 

secondly, although its units are oriented 

to all sides thus providing a vast visual 

contact surface, its morphology does not 

enable a lot of accessibility for the public.

On the other hand, the potentials of the 

remaining three typologies are combined 

to form guidelines for the new building 

concept.  The qualities of a block building 

that are taken into consideration are its 

grid structure and inherent flexibility that 

enables generation of different spatial 

sizes and typologies within the building.  

moreover, it frames the site creating a 

backbone, making it possible to proceed 

by the principle of subtraction.  This con-

cept of framing the site is also present in 

the perimeter development typology. in 

addition the latter one is also very open 

to interaction with the surroundings due 

to the numerous access points along the 

perimeter. Furthermore, its inner cour-

tyard displays a great deal of potential for 

the collectiveness.

in conclusion, these aspects are further 

developed through the urban strategies.

CONClusiON
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